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I. Introduction

Recent developments in plasma physics, radio astronomy, frequency

standards, and so on have created a need for fast sensitive submillimeter

detectors. Several groups have successfully developed the use of GaAs

Schottky diode detectors ' . At Research Institute of Electrical Communication

Tohoku University, we too have been developing Schottky diode detectors for

use in submillimeter wave region. We recently started to fabricate Schottky

diode chips. In this report, following a brief description of diode design

and fabrication-process in Section II, antennas for Schottky diode are

discussed in Section III. Some applications of Schottky barrier diodes are

presented in Section IV.

II. Design and Fabrication of Schottky Barrier Diode

II-l. Theoretical examination of diode parameters for video detection

The optimum design for diode parameters such as doping density, diode

diameter, etc. has not yet been completely given. We have performed the

theoretical estimation of diode parameters by using the idea of current

responsivity \i instead of cutoff frequency f . The analysis is for video

detection.

Fig.l shows the diode chip model using in the analysis. Some of the

results exhibiting effects of diode parameters on the current sensitivity

are shown in Fig.2 and 3.
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Fig.l. The diode-chip dimensions
and rf flow pattern.
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Fig. 2. The current sensitivity vs
signal frequency.
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Fia.3. The current sensitivity at
890GHz vs epitaxial layer width.
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Fig.4. Antenna gain vs normalized
whisker length.

II-2. Fabrication of the diode

We are fabricating n/n GaAs Schottky diode chips in cooperation with

Musashino Electrical Coraraunication Laboratory, NTT, and the project is supported

by Grand-in-Aid for Scientific Reseach from the Ministry of Education, Reseach

and Culture. The fabrication procedure includes:

1. adjustment of thickness of the n epilayer

2. SiC>2 deposition by RF s ttering

3. ohmic contact forming

4. photolithographic process

5. electroplating of Schottky metal(Ni)
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6. heat-treatment

III. Antennas for Schottky Barrier Diodes

The function of radiation detectors consists of three stages. (1)Firstly,

incoming radiation is received by an element. (2)Secondly, the received signal

is transferred from the antenna to a detection element through transmission

line. (3)Thirdly, in the detection element the signal is either rectified to

obtain a video signal or mixed with a local oscillator signal to obtain an IF

signal. These stages correspond to (Dan antenna, (2) an impedance matching

network, and (3)a nonlinear element such as a Schottky barrier diode,

respectively.

As described in the preceding section, the sensitivity of the Schottky

diode is decreased with frequency. The detection mechanism mentioned just now,

however, suggests one that the decrease in diode response could be compensated

by using an antenna with higher gain. This idea was first demonstrated

4)
experimentally in the submillimeter wave resion by us in 1975 . We used a

so-called cat-whisker as the high gain antenna for the Schottky diode. In order

to .Dtain high gain, the whisker length was increased. Fig.4 shows the

characteristics of antenna gain vs. normalized whisker length. The solid curve

exhibits theoretically obtained gain. The experimentally obtained values are

superposed on it.

In 1977, a corner reflector was used in order to improve antenna

characteristics of the long wire antenna by Scl'ultz et al . This ronfigu-

ration was developed by Fettermann et al . and is now widely used. As to

a high gain antenna used with whisker contacted Schottky diodes, a biconical

2,6)
type antenna also was used by Gustinsic, Luhr.iann, et al .A theoretical

comparison between these antennaswi 11 be given in III-l.

In addition to antennas for whisker-contacted Schottky diodes, some

printed-type antennas for planar geometry Schottky diode have been developed.

These planar type detectors will be rugged, reliable, easy for cryogenically
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cooling and have potential of realizing detector arrays. Wu proposed a

printed resonant antenna on a seni-insulating GaAs substrate in 1976 , and

a dielectric plate antenna in 1978 both for monolithic Schottky-diodu

detectors. These approaches of integrated monolithic detectors have afterwards

g j
been successfully developed by Clifton et al. for Schottky diode detector

10)
and Schwarz, Rut ledge, et al. for microbolometer detector

III-l. Comparison of antennas for whisker contacted Schottky diodes

So far three types of antenna structures have been proposed and used for

whisker contacted Schottky diode. These antennas are a long wire antenna, a

long wire with a corner reflector, and a bicone antenna with a backshort. In

order to compare these structures, one should consider two factors, i.e.

impedance matching between the antenna and the Schottky diode used, and the

antenna gain. To do this, we have introduced a factor "R" which we call

"response".

"RESPONSE"

The power absorbed by the diode is expressed by Eq. (1) , where Pj_n is a

signal beam power density as shown in Eq.(2), Aeff is the beam area, and R

is the response. As expressed in Eq.(3), the response R is a product of a

coefficient a of the impedance matching (Eq.(4)) and an effective area Aeff

of the antenna. The effective area can be calculated in Eq.(5) by using

antenna gain.

(1)

(2)

(3)

a : Coefficient of Impedance matching

= ( absorbed power ) / ( available power ) (4)

A : Effective Area of Antenna

= X2 • g / 4TI (5)
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DIODE PARAMETERS

As to diode parameters, the following values were used in t h i s ana lys i s ,

diode mate r ia l : n/n GaAs

forward bias vo l tage : 0.6 V

diode chip diameter D: 280 ymcf)

diode diameter d: 2.3 ym<t>

n epi layer thickness t . : 0.4 pm
epi

n layer thickness t :

carrier density N . :1 epi

N :

90 Um

1.2 X 1 0 1 7 cm" 3

lfl - 3
1.0 x 10 cm

RESULTS

Fig.5 shows the calculated response for a long wire antenna as a function

of wire length. The antenna gain is also shown. Fig.6 shows the "response"

for 4-wavelength long wire antenna with a 90-deoree corner reflector. The

horizontal axis is the spacing between the antenna wire and the reflector.

The response of the corner reflector antenna is about 4 times larger than

that of the long wire antenna detector.
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Fig.5 Calculated response and gain for the long wire antenna.
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Fig.6. Calculated response and gain for the corner reflector
antenna.

Fig.7. Calculated response and gain for the bicone type antenna.
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The results for bicone type detector are shown ir, Fig.7 as a function of

the flare angle. The configuration of the detector is also shown in the

Figure. The Schottky diode is mounted at the apex of the bicone antenna. In

the calculation for this antenna the following assumptions were used.

i) A hemispherical mirror exists at the back of the bicone antenna and

the antenna impedance and the gain do not change by the mirror,

ii) The function of the mirror is to reflect a half of radiation power

which results from the impedance mismatch between the antenna and

the diode, back into the antenna again.

The result shows that though the antenna gain of bicone antenna is smaller

than that of the corner reflector antenna, the responce is larger for the

bicone antenna. This is because of good impedance matching obtained with the

bicone antenna. In the calculation for the bicone antenna only the hemi-

spherical mirror was considered because of simplicity for calculation. However

in practice a spherical backshort is used. In this case we can introduce a

cavity resonator between the bicone antenna and the backshort, which will give

further good impedance matching condition and larger antenna gain.

In summary, the above theoretical comparison shows that the bicone type

antenna is promising for antenna structure to Schottky diode detectors.

However, the optimum design of the bicone type antenna has not yet sufficiently

been given.

XII-2. Design of bicone type detector

To obtain the design theory, we are now performing model experiments at

microwave frequencies such as 10 GHz and 20 GHz band. The bicone detector

consists of a GaAs Schottky diode chip mounted at the apex of the bicone

antenna surrounded by a spherical backshort with a coupling aperture. A

portion of the backshort can be moved for fine tuning. So for we have

obtained the following results:

1. The optimum radius R of the spherical backshort is around n-A/2

(resonance condition), as the diode impedance is low.

2. The sensitivity increment of the detector with a R=6.\/2 backshort is
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about 20dB.

3. The tuning bandwidth is, however, very narrow such as 1% even by

adjusting the movable backshort of 2\ diameter, which indicates that Q

of the cavity is several handreds.

4. The antenna pattern can be adjusted by shape of the coupling hole.

IV. Application of Schottky Barrier Diode

As applications of Schottky barrier diodes we are studying intensity

modulation of SMM lasers and harmonic mixing as well as detection of sub-

millimeter waves

IV-1• Intensity modulation of a SMM laser with a Schottky barrier diode

Submillimeter wave lasers have been widely studied and now become one of

the most important and practical coherent sources of submillimeter waves.

However, so far there are so few studies on modulating the intensity of the

lasers.

The intensity of a cw laser may be modulated by reflecting some of its

output radiation back into the laser cavity. On the other hand, a re-radiation

from an antenna in a quasi-optical Schottky uiode detector can be changed with

the bias voltage because of impedance change between the antenna and the diode.

We have used this re-radiation as the feedback radiation back into the laser

cavity in order to modulate the HCN laser output . So far the modulation

degree of about 4% has been obtained at the maximum modulation frequency of

2GHz 1 4 ).

IV-2. Quasi-optically coupled harmonic mixer

Harmonic mixers, in which a local oscillator (LO) frequency is near some

submultiple of a signal frequency, can have important advantages in the sub-

millimeter wave region where insufficient LO power is available. Moreover,

the field of frequency standard study, a harmonic mixer is one of the essential

element. In 1974 Fetterman, et al. used Schottky diodes as harmonic mixers

in the submillimeter wave region, and showed that Schottky diode are promising

elements because of their high nonlinearity and good mechanical stability.
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^incc ]'J7u we have been ii:;iiw .i :u.r: i -opt : ,-.i ! I y i-.mple..! iuirmonii- mixei

with » Xi-hotfky diode in Harmon if inix::r.; IJCLWI-H m i .IMW.IV S , millimetei waves,

.iii'l .-iubmi 1 1 imeter waves. Fig. H show:; t In.1 mixer :on f1911 rat ion for 'Jth harmonic

mixing of submillimeter waves with millimeter waves. The; local oscillator

power is fed through a single mode waveguide (WRJ-95) to the Schottky diode

on a coupling post. A E-H tuner and an adjustable backshort are used in order

to feed the maximum LO power to the diode. The submillimeter radiation is

coupled into the diode via a longwire(4A)antenna with a corner reflector.

Fig. 9 shows a IF signal on a spectrum analyzer display obtained by harmonic

mixing of a 99.1 GHz klystron with a HCN laser radiation (890.8 GHz). The

output power of the klystron and the laser were about 1 mW and 0.5 mW,

respectively. An IF amplifier with gain of 57dB was used between the mixer

and the spectrum analyzer.

This configuration can be used also as a harmonic generator. In this

case harmonic waves with different orders are obtained in different directions

according to the antenna characteristic.

SCHOTTKY DIODE
LU

/
SMM BEAM

CHOKE

SMA CONNECTOR

WRJ-95

Fig.8 Schematic view of quasi-
optically coupled harmanic mixer.

Fig.9 Spectrum analyzer display
showing the mixing between a 337pm
HCN laser and the 9th harmonic of
a mm klystron.

V. Conclusion

A Schottky diode detectors are being widely used in the submillimeter

region. In this paper researches on submillimeter Schottky diodes at Tohoku

University were described. Antenna structures for the diodes and some

applications of them have been discussed.
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